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Canterbury Anglers Club Inc. 

 Executive  

President Andrew Wells 021 771-600  

Vice President Position not filled  

Secretary Liz McDowell 027 6838605   

Treasurer Barry Swaney (03) 310-6834  

Immediate Past President Ian Joseph 021 259-4042  

Committee  

Fred van 
Slooten 

(03) 358-2223  Graham Cargill (03) 358-2129  

Bill Bennett (03) 356-3461  Barry Smith  027 2557144  

Dave Sherriff (03) 337 2657  Andrew Young 027 2423324  

Garry Hill 027 4177958  Gary Batchelor 021 0236-1004  

Dave McDowell 027 8374828      

Convenors  

Activities Trip Organiser Responsibility each Trip  Hut Bookings Yvonne and Graham Cargill 

Building Dave McDowell Chairman Magazine Editor Garry Hill  

Club Archives Fred van Slooten Membership Dave Sherriff, Andrew Wells 

Club night Bill Bennett Ian Joseph Andrew Young Trophies Gary Batchelor 

Fish of the Month Garry Hill Welfare Officer Graham Cargill 

Out of committee convenors 

 Face Book  Organiser  Chrissy Ormandy   

Building Alistair Bolt.  Building Doug Haitana 

Life Members  

Alan Lynn Bryan Coulter Graham Cargill Ken Twyman Len Isitt 

  Richard Marles   Ted Gilliver 
  

General club meetings:      7.30 pm on 3rd Tuesday of each month except December & January 

Meeting venue:             Waimairi Lions Club, 338 Avonhead Road, Avonhead, Christchurch 8042 (the cricket club/  
tennis club entrance).                                                           

 Committee meetings:        The Committee meets on the Tuesday following the Club Meeting at the community room at      
Avon Life Care facility on Stanmore Road. There is also a Committee meeting on the last Tuesday in January.                         

Club Trips, Events  

Trip Based at  Date  Convenor 

Floundering Weekend Duvauchelle Motor Camp 12th—14th August  Pete Collins 

Brass Monkey Lake Coleridge August 2023 Fred van Slooten 

  September   

Richard Marles Lakes Benmore & Aviemore October Garry Atkins 

Take a Kid Fishing The Groynes 16th October Fred van Slooten 

Brunner Weekend Lake Brunner Show Weekend November Fred van Slooten 
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Editors bit 
 I have been reflecting on how simple the life of a fisher       
actually is. Talking to other folks in my life, with our              
New Zealand boarders opening up and other countries opening 
their boarders too. A semblance of a previously known          
normality beginning to return to our lives, plans and prepara-
tions are being made for the long awaited overseas trip to   
Botswana or Australia or Europe and America? Passports,    
Visas, overseas funds, travel insurance … the list goes around 
the block and back again! All very complicated. 
I look at those around me on a daily basis, all those people with 
their own agendas, reasons for being and doing. Politicians are 
a species apart from all others and their equivalents in unpaid 
roles in different levels of our society. Where would we be 
without these voluntary soldiers? Not necessarily elected as 
politicians are but none the less mandated to do whatever? 
The pressure on these people to perform and do their best for 
the greater good must sit heavy on some and perhaps not so 
much on others. A common goal is the tide that binds, but 
maybe that goal is not shared by all. After all is said and done, 
we do what we think is right and proper. Really, this is all so              
complicated and why do some people choose to do these 
things? Each to their own? 
As a fisher, I was talking to a likeminded soul about our        
upcoming event on the CAC fishing calendar. We’ve had to 
cancel / postpone once and the weather gods are not looking 
too favourably on the planned weekend ahead. The simple 
solution is that we call it fishing, not catching. We can go     
fishing and if the catch is poor, we are still richer for the fact 
that we’ve been out to a shared environment with like minded 
club members. How good is that?  Get the net or rods out, go 
out onto the water, fish when / how we want to as weather 
conditions allow, enjoy each other’s company, share a beer and 
some food.  
The simple things in life are so often right there on front of us 
and I am just looking forward to embracing a bit of simple ! 

Garry Hill     
Editor 
 

President’s Report   
Hi,                                                                                                                      

The past 12 months have been difficult times for us all, with the effects 

of Covid and now inflation set to reach the highest level in 30 years NZ. 

Covid has had a direct consequence on the activities of the club, and I 

have no doubt that rising inflation may become an unwanted 

“intrusion” on the activities of the club in the next few months – at 

least until we see it peak, then drop.    

Covid meant we had to fall back to meeting online via Zoom for a  

number of committee meetings. Fair to say we had some technical 

issues at each meeting, but we still managed a quorum, and were able 

to address the issues at hand each month. Despite all that has          

happened, we have managed to run an almost normal program of 

events, with just 6 events being cancelled during the year. We          

cancelled two club nights, two trips we were organising were cancelled 

as club events, with members choosing to attend them if they wanted 

to do so, and two events in our program arranged by other                      

organisations didn’t go ahead. Everyone playing off the safe song sheet 

The change of date by the club organising the Coleridge Brass Monkey 

has resulted in us losing an event in August, and this is beyond our  

control. The committee has not given upon running a smaller event at 

Coleridge in August in the future, to retain a true winter fishing       

experience.  

The recent Kaikoura trip showed that we need to take safety more 

seriously, and this has resulted in a start being made on a database of 

boat details by Liz and Dave – call signs, phone contact numbers and 

such like, that can easily be shared with participating members.  

September is the only month we don’t have a trip lined up, and  the    

committee have discussed some ideas on likely places we could look 

at. It is a difficult time of the year to arrange a trip as the weather can 

be cruel, and past experience shows we can get everything from a frost 

through to snow in a day fishing at Lake Shephard, with few other 

fresh water options close to home available that are not already in the 

pipeline. As always – we are open to suggestions so please just reach 

out to one of us if you have an idea.   

I am happy to hear that we have some new faces going on club trips 

and long may it continue. The old saying – you don’t know what you 

don’t know, applies to club trips.  

 Andrew Wells   

CAC President 

 

August Meeting on the 16th is the Club Auction and 
will be held observing the latest regulations concerning  

Covid refreshments provided.  Closing date for articles and info in the next issue: Thur 1st Sept.                                                 
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Club Trips & Activities 

Club Trips  

2022: 

August: This is going to be the re-scheduled Floundering Weekend over to Duvauchelle. Pete Collins is the organiser, as he has 

been for the last number of years. Pete offers a fantastic weekend, not too far away from Christchurch, filled with lots of stories, 

comeraderie, extra curricular activities  and of course, the lure of catching a flounder or two!?? For those are thinking of getting 

over there, you’ll need to contact Pete asap so that he can arrange accommodation.                                                                                

Coleridge Brass Monkey – has been moved – may have our own trip – Gary to talk to Ray Hill to see if they wanted to join       

together for a trip at this time. This might not be until August 2023 as the bookings are made in January for the whole year.   

September:  Maybe Whitebaiting?? Andrew to put a notice out to gauge interest in this or Lake Taylor or Kaikoura?.                

October: Richard Marles – Garry Atkins – Maybe this should be changed so not just about catching the most fish Despite this, we 

would have perhaps the best attendance here of all our club trips—not too early to signal your intention to be there.                

November: Brunner – Fred van Slooten – accommodation organised limited numbers only but this really is a totally wonderful 

weekend organised by family van Slooten 

All trips at the moment are subject to change at short notice – it is up to members’ discretion as to 

whether or not they attend. 

 
Fish of the Month 

 
I am always quite disappointed when I just don’t receive any entries for Fish of the Month. Ever optimistic, 
however that next month will be better? Weather has been terrible all over, so I imagine everyone has been 
keeping safe and warm sorting their gear out for fairer weather times. 

 

Garry Hill 
  

New Canterbury Angler’s Club Members 
 
We have no new members to welcome this month, however Dave has a number of potential applications 
and hopefully we will have some positive outcomes from his interaction with these people. 
Always sad to loose members, but we’ve said farewell to Rory Atkins, Kevin and Frances Hasson—we wish 
them well and thank them for the part they’ve played in our club.  

Dave Sherriff  

Entertainment Schedule 

August:  Annual Club Auction Time to start gathering up auctionable items to donate to the Annual Club Auction. Remember, 

one person’s rubbish is another’s auction purchase! This is our one and only fundraiser for the year, so cast your nets far and wide 

to gather up some treasures. We already have a great collection of donated fishing gear from members who are no longer able to 

do so. Items are certainly not limited to fishing gear so dig deep and clear out a long neglected space to donate goods.  

September – Peter Truelove - NZFFA 

 

Graham Cargill & Bill Bennett 

CAC Disclaimer: Please be aware that we do our very best to inform and entertain our readers.                 

All articles received and considered to be appropriate are published in good faith relying on the factual 

integrity of each article as submitted. These articles are not necessarily the views or values held by the 

Canterbury Angler’s Club. 
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August Club Night Annual Auction  

 
We had a really good turnout of existing, potential and new club members all along to listen and be a part of the AGM. 
It was an unusual inclusion to have a guest speaker at an AGM, however we had Nick Moody from ECan who offered an insight 
into the recent F & G review and what the potential impact mat be upon us all as anglers. There were certainly lots of contentious 
issues put out there for us to think about. For those who still want to place a submission there is still time to do so.                         
It was really good to have a bit of balance offered when Rex Gibson took the floor and spoke from his perspective as a F & G 
member on the proposed changes and potential impact on all anglers. 
.  
 

  Bill Bennett                      Chris Clark ref club auction donation 

 
Committee Meeting 

 
Minutes of the Committee of the Canterbury Anglers’ Club, held on 26 July 2022, at Harper Gardens at 7.30pm This was the first 

meeting of the new committee. 

Present:  9 x Committee members were in attendance  

Apologies:  There were 3 x apologies 

Minutes of the Previous Meeting were accepted as a true and correct record of the meeting.  

Treasurer’s Report: - Barry presented the monthly report which was accepted and accounts were approved for payment.                

Kaiapoi refunded $60.00 for their stay at Rakaia. 

Kevin and Frances Hassan and Rory Atkins have resigned. 

Huts:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Clearwater:   Allen’s have emptied the tank. Liz and Dave will be the contact. Batteries and Solar Cell are at the end of their lives – not 

dead yet but on the way down – change to LED lighting and change the battery. Any pre-loved batteries would be good. Will make a 

call in September when there is some sun. Dave to look at the moving of the calafont – in the meantime a notice to be placed up 

there asking for the door and window to be open when you are showering.                                                                                                         

Cass:          Fred will be the contact for Cass                                                                                                                                                                              

Rakaia:      Dave and Liz will be the contact for Rakaia 

All trips at the moment are subject to change at short notice – it is up to members’ discretion as to whether or not they attend.    

Entertainment:  

August: Auction – Gary B has been given a lot of gear from Albie Scott to put in the auction. Len has also donated some of his gear.  

September – Peter Truelove - NZFFA 

Entertainment: Bill, Ian and Andrew W and Andrew Young will be on the sub-Committee 

General Business:  

Alistair and Doug will help on the building Committee. Andrew Young will also help. Dave McDowell will be the Chairman. 

A dinner at the Papanui Club to be held to acknowledge the work that Warwick, Mark and Graham have done for the Club – Liz to 

email the committee to check availability and then get in contact with the above 3. The club will pay for their dinner and buy a 

voucher for them.                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Auction: Fred has this under control – doors open at 6.15pm. Ian and Gary B to help put the tables out.  

Gary B is organising the Cromb & Merrit shield which is full – the wee shields are coming off and plates are being put on so we can 

get more names on. 

As there was no further business the meeting closed at 8.50pm.  

Club Welfare   

Len Isitt is fine but he says that  it has been quite rife in the village including him. He's looking forward to warmer Spring and Summer 
weather. PH021 0602232  
 
Ken Twyman   is well and always glad of a chinwag although he says that he hardly hears from any of our club members anymore  GIVE 
HIM A CALL PH3277372  
 
Richard Marles is  keeping busy and he sees Grant Holmes regularly as he does Richards windows.If you have spare minute GIVE RICH-
ARD A CALL 3325153.  
 
Warwick Burton has recovered well from his recent hip replacement and had just come back in from 7ks on his bike and ks walking. 
Verna tells me he has just bought a new pair of tramping boots so that is a good sign for the upcoming fishing season.                              

 

Graham Cargill 
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Presidents Report, presented to the 2022 AGM 

The past 12 months have been difficult times for us all, with the effects of Covid and now inflation set to reach the highest level in 30 

years NZ. Covid has had a direct consequence on the activities of the club, and I have no doubt that rising inflation may become an un-

wanted “intrusion” on the activities of the club in the next few months – at least until we see it peak, then drop.    

Covid meant we had to fall back to meeting online via Zoom for a number of committee meetings. Fair to say we had some technical 

issues at each meeting, but we still managed a quorum, and were able to address the issues at hand each month.  

Club events and trips 

Despite all that has happened, we have managed to run an almost normal program of events, with just 6 events being cancelled during 

the year. We cancelled two club nights, two trips we were organising were cancelled as club events, with members choosing to attend 

them if they wanted to do so, and two events in our program arranged by other organisations didn’t go ahead.  

The change of date by the club organising the Coleridge Brass Monkey has resulted in us losing an event in August, and this is beyond 

our control. The committee has not given upon running a smaller event at Coleridge in August in the future, to retain a true winter fish-

ing experience.  

The recent Kaikoura trip showed that we need to take safety more seriously, and this has resulted in a start being made on a database 

of boat details by Liz and Dave – call signs, phone contact numbers and such like, that can easily be shared with members who are par-

ticipating on trips where boats are being predominantly used.  

September is the only month we don’t have a trip lined up, and committee have discussed some ideas on likely places we could look at. 

It is a difficult time of the year to arrange a trip as the weather can be cruel, and past experience shows we can get everything from a 

frost through to snow in a day fishing at Lake Shephard, with few other fresh water options close to home available that are not al-

ready in the pipeline. As always – we are open to suggestions so please just reach out to one of us if you have an idea.   

I am happy to hear that we had some new faces going on club trips and may it well continue. The old saying – you don’t know what you 

don’t know, applies to club trips.  

Finance 

Our finances are on the right side of the ledger – just. The lodges continue to cost more to run than we took in revenue and more so 

than the FY ending June 2021. On the plus side overall lodge rental is up on the FY2021. 

Whilst the club accounts show we are on the right side of the ledger, the actual results need some line by line analysis. Donations to 

the club are up – that’s the committee dipping into their own pocket now and again, and there are plenty of donations that go unre-

corded each month. The magazine costs this year are low due to a sponsorship deal we have managed, although I don’t know how 

much longer it will continue.  

Membership 

Our membership is there or thereabouts the same as the FY 2021. TaKF – traditionally a good event to promote the club was post-

poned, so the only promotional opportunities to gain new members came via a few shop displays, the website and a couple of maga-

zine articles in various magazines. My thanks to Emily Moore at North Canterbury Fish and Game for her part in the promotion of all 

the Christchurch fishing clubs, in last year’s pre-season Fish and Game magazine. The website is still a consistent source of enquiries 

from prospective and new members, even if there are sometimes more spam forms sent to Dave’s mailbox, than there are genuine 

enquiries.  

Lodges 

As mentioned earlier, overall use of the lodges is up – thanks to some good bookings at Clearwater. Use of Cass was down, while 

Rakaia has had some solid use. We hope to gain some membership from the Kaiapoi Club Fishing section, who have shown a liking for 

Rakaia as a base for various fishing activities, this year.   

We put in some much needed maintenance at both Rakaia and Clearwater, and Rakaia got a bit of a tidy up to make it more usable. All 

three lodges need some money spent on them this year, with the incoming committee needing to decide where the priorities lie. Work 

has been deferred at Cass for the past year – it needs the kitchen and main bedroom tidying up, as well as the railings outside replacing 

like for like. With Cass now having a historical designation under the district plan, we have to careful that we don’t change the overall 

look of the lodge when doing any works. Clearwater requires the bathroom gas califont to be shifted outside – which is coincidently 

one item thrives are targeting at the village, and Rakaia needs to have changes made to the sewerage outflow from the garage. All are 

costly pieces of work.       
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Committee                                                                                                                                                                                     

I would like to thank the Exec and committee tonight, so stick with me while I recall their input and thank them accordingly:  

Graham and Bill for your work with club night entertainment – whether it be a speaker to address the meeting, or some other form of 

activity such as the recent hands on event learning new fishing knots. Club meetings are a big part of our activities and is it difficult to 

get speakers and think of idea’s for these meetings, especially when you consider that many clubs don’t meet at all in this digital age.   

Garry Hill for continuing to put the magazine together each month, your promotion of Fish of the Month, ensuring we have raffle   

prizes each month and being the host of many a meal on club trips.  

Garry Batchelor (who along with Garry Hill) are our Delegates at the Combined Club meetings which take place quarterly around the 

city. The two Garry’s also manage the tallies for the club trophies that we award each year.  

Dave Sherriff for looking after membership and all that entails – interacting with potential and new members and the inevitable phone 

calls and emails that have to be followed up.   

Fred – thanks for your stewardship of Cass Lodge, your tireless work for the auction and organising the Brunner spring trip. Fred is also 

a trustee for Take a Kid Fishing which is a successful feeder event towards boosting our membership each year.   

Mark Taylor, for you work with helping organise the trip to Pohara attended by a number of members.  

Ian Joseph for his knack of ensuring that our meeting venues are open with the heater on when it’s called for, the chairs are laid out 

and we have tea, coffee and something to nibble on. He also does the same for our committee meetings.  

Warwick Burton for his work with repairs at the lodges over the past year, assisted by Verna, Ian Joseph and Garry Batchelor. It was 

Warwick who had the idea for the trip to Pohara, after his many trips to the area and he set that in motion for Mark Taylor to pick up 

and run with it.  

Dave McDowell and Liz have been unofficial stewards for Clearwater and have both stuck their hands up to arrange club trips in the 

past year. Liz of course keeps us on the straight and narrow at committee meetings and was one of the subcommittee reviewing the 

trophies during the past year.  

Barry Swaney for managing the finances of the club, we would be truly lost without you. This year Barry had the final accounts ready 

prior to our last committee meeting, so no rushing about to get them off to the auditor and then back in time to send out to the  

members with the last magazine.  

All of the committee have also played a part in helping to organise the club trips away over the past year – a change to our previous 

method of organising events so as the load is shared.  

Graham, Mark and Warwick are standing down tonight, between them they have given ~ 50 years of service to the club – a big effort. I 

hope that we can find replacements up to the same calibre.  

Outside of committee we have the help of Pete Collins arranging the Duvauchelles trip, and Yvonne Cargill managing hut bookings, 

and Chrissy Ormandy managing the Facebook site. Thanks to all three of you for your work – it is much appreciated.  

The last members of committee who I must thank – the wives and partners of our committee members who put up with phone calls at 

inopportune times. Thank you to one and all.  

Goals 

I still don’t have any solid goals other than see us through the pandemic. I have watched a few other clubs struggle including one with 

substantial assets, which is down to a dozen or so members. I think that with our finances being as strong as they are we can ride out 

this storm.  

There are a few things I would like to see, but only you the membership can make that happen.  

I would like to see one project at a lodge completed, from the list I identified earlier. 

I would like us as a club to share more knowledge amongst members. I am up for ideas on how we might increase this activity, as 

social media hasn’t been the standout platform for sharing of experiences that it was made out to be. I do wonder if our club 

demographics are such, that running more “how to” club nights are going to be of benefit. If so – bring on the fly tying nights.  

I would love to see more club participation in environmental matters, but I am now realising that we are best throwing in our 

efforts with other like-minded organisations, due to the spread of our membership across North Canterbury. Again – if you 

are involved with something that needs some effort, then reach out.  

If no one else is standing against me on the night of the AGM, then I take it that the membership is happy for me to continue another 

year. Thanks for the show of faith.   
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An important part of our AGM is the awarding of Club Trophies.                                    

This year, what with the Covid 19 infection rates as they are, we have been conducting 

our meetings observing control protocols—boring when people wear plain masks, so 

I’ve taken the liberty of adding a wee bit of “bling” (artistic licence) to the masks every-

one was wearing—Andrew really is very conscientious with   observing rules but even 

he doesn’t change his masks this often !? A list of the   trophies awarded are on the 

next page. Fair to say that some awardees were more than a little reluctant to take 

their awards home. 
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ALF PALMER MEMORIAL WEEKEND 
 

JUNE ……… Queens Birthday Weekend 

 

Alf Palmer Memorial Weekend at OTEMATATA, - Benmore Lakes 
 
Combined Fishing Competition with the Ferrymead Club, the Papanui Club, and the Woolston Club. 
 
Weigh in- gutted and gilled (except for ‘condition factor’). 
 
Combined Clubs  Betty Hill 4 way trophy. Heaviest Fish Caught. 
 
Combined Clubs       Otematata Lodge Trophy Best Conditioned Factor 
 
Combined Clubs  Double D Cup   Ladies Heaviest Fish 
 
CAC verses Woolston Brass Monkey Shield  Average no. fish/rod 
 
CAC – members  Benmore Trophy -   Best conditioned fish caught 
 
    Marles Benmore Trophy - Heaviest trout caught 
 
    Kevin Lynch Trophy -   Most fish caught 
 
    Fly Anglers Shore Trophy - Heaviest fish caught by shore based on a Fly 
 
    Conservation Cup -  For conserving the fish population 
 
 
 

2022 - HOLDERS (Weekend 2022).  

 

Betty Hill    CAC - Ross Maher Rainbow 2.496kg 

Ote Lodge B.M Trophy  Ferrymead - Johnny Richards CF 41.39 

Double D Cup    Liz McDowell – Rainbow 1.708kg 

Brass Monkey Shield                          CAC - 5.08 fish/rod 

-----------------------------    

Benmore Trophy (Cond)  Liz McDowell – Rainbow CF 38.575 

Marles Benmore (weight)  Ross Maher 

Kevin Lynch (quantity)  Liz McDowell/ A Ralston - 14    

Fly. Shore (Weight)   N/a –P.C… too hungover to catch fish 1st day   

Conservation    N/a 

 

 

June 2022. (GJB) 
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CLUB TROPHY HOLDERS 

JULY 2022 

Anniversary Cup                            Best photograph taken/of member                       Dave McDowell 
 
Ashby Berg Cup          Best Conditioned Rainbow (Male)                         Rex Gibson cf.54.6 
 
Brian Coulter Trophy           Heaviest fish rod/line Club boat trip                    Ian Joseph 7.5lb Snapper       
                                         
Coleridge Brass Monkey          Heaviest Fish in Competition            Ross Spiers 1.540kg Brown Trout 
 
C R Odgier Cup            Heaviest Salmon                                                       Gerrard Quinn  
 
Cromb and Merritt Shield               Best conditioned Brown trout                                Ian Joseph cf. 40.4 
   
Diana Isaac Cup             Salmon - staying at Rakaia                      Gerard Quinn 20 lb  
         
Drewery Cup                                      Heaviest Trout                                                          Paul Centofanti 8lb Rainbow 
 
NZ Farmers Cup                                 Best Condition by Lady Member                          Liz McDowell cf. 54.2 Rainbow                                        
   
Secretaries Trophy                            Heaviest Rainbow                                                   Paul Centofanti 8lb  
 
Richard Marles Challenge                 Most fish caught                                                     Bruce Rule Q17 
 
Spackman Cup                                    Heaviest Trout Club trip                                        Ross Maher 6.9lb Rainbow 
 
 
ALF PALMER 
Brass Monkey Shield                         V. Woolston Club                                                     Canty Anglers 
          
Betty Hill Trophy -4 way                    Heaviest fish weekend                                           CAC – Ross Maher 2.49kg Rainbow 
 
Double D Cup                                       Ladies heaviest fish                                                CAC – Liz McDowell 1.708 Rainbow 
 
Benmore Trophy                                 Best Conditioned Fish             Liz McDowell cf. 38.575 Rainbow 
 
Kevin Lynch Trophy                            Most fish caught                             Liz McDowell/A Ralston Q 14                                   
 
Marles Benmore Trophy                    Heaviest Trout                                                         Ross Maher Rainbow 
 
Fly Anglers/shore based    Heaviest Fish             Not presented  
 

Not awarded  

 

Canal Trophy 

Conservation Cup 

D C Wilson Shield    

Salt Water Lure Cup 

 

Junior members 

 

Adams Brown Rooster 

Jnr Delegates Trophy 

P G Ellis Cup 

Revised GJB 

July 2022. 

Cups Held by Club 

 

Bulldust Trophy 

Cromb and Merritt Junior Challenge Shield 

D Sadler Challenge Distance Casting 

Hutcheson White Junior Challenge Cup 

R J Bain Juniors Challenge Cup 

R Palmer Challenge Cup 

Quartly Cup 
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Club Auction 2022. 

Another big night on the Club Calendar. Start time of 7pm with 

the doors opening about 6.15pm for the delivery of your      

surplus fishing and other assorted gear.  

Back to full strength this year with Martin returning and John 

back on deck. These guys make such a great team, turning the 

Auction into a night of entertainment.  Last year with the    

onset of the lockdown we only just managed the Auction. 

There are promises of some good gear so far, but we need 

you, the CAC Club members to help make the night a success 

and you normally do, so please bring something along that you think others will bid for. Start looking through 

you gear now. Re-gift to the Club Auction. 

Len Isitt has set the auction up this year after donating his entire fishing collection including waders, landing 

nets, fly and spin roads, reels and lures. I think even the hip flask is there. Thanks Len, a terrific bequest with a 

collection of very special gear. 

Reg McClintock has also offered another box of his exceptional fly’s and if 

we are lucky some more of his now famous cod and groper traces. 

There will be plenty of other gear also from our generous donors. 

On the night, please see Barry and get your auction bidding number.  

There will be an eft-pos terminal available on the night. We will accept       

eft-pos cards, debit cards or credit card payments (there is a small admin  

fee for use of credit cards). 

Tea and Coffee will be available during the night so please help yourself from the kitchen. 

       Fred 

The 2021 Auction in full swing. 

Such is the generosity 

of Len Isitt that we’ve 

offered up a number of 

photographs of the 

fishing gear Len has 

donated.  
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CLINCH KNOT 

How to tie a Clinch Knot. In recent years the original Clinch 
Knot has been supplanted to such a degree by the "Improved 
Clinch Knot" that the regular old Clinch has fallen by the way-
side for many anglers. Anglers even refer to the improved 
version as the "Clinch Knot" and a Google search mostly 
brings up results for the improved version.  

So, does the good old Clinch Knot warrant a place in an an-
gler's arsenal of knots? Many fly fishing guides will say "Yes!" 
and use the Clinch throughout their day of guiding guests. 
First and most importantly,  they trust the knot to be reliable. 
And second, they can tie it very fast (see animation below for 
their speedy method of tying) which results in more fishing 
time for everyone, which in turn means more catching!  

Where the Clinch Knot can really speed up re-rigging is in the 
fly fishing application of using a two-fly rig. The top fly goes on 
quickly with the Clinch, then a dropper line is tied to the fly's 
hook by making a loop on the end of a piece of tippet (with 
the Clinch) and securing that to the top fly's hook. Then the 
bottom fly goes on with another Clinch. Three regular Clinch 
Knots, tied with the rotating finger method probably takes 
half the time of tying those three knots with any other knot. 
Just make a minimum of five twists and with light line make 
seven or eight and the knot is plenty trustworthy.    

 Clinch Knot Tying Instructions                               
Feed the line through the eye of the hook, lure or fly.         
Double back parallel to the standing line and pinch the two 
lines together with thumb and forefinger of right hand.       
Insert index finger of left hand (Feel free to reverse hands in 
steps to and three if you are left handed.) and begin twisting 
to put about seven twists in the line below the hook.         
Feed the tag end back up through the opening behind the fly 
or hook.                                                                                        
Moisten the lines and pull the knot tight.                                
Optional Dropper for fly fishermen:                                         
Skipping step one above, use the same method to create a 
loop and slip the loop over the first fly's hook and pull tight. 

 

 

 

 

Getting Knotted on a Tuesday Night continued:    

We really did have a very entertaining and informative night 

at our club meeting last month. There was a lot of information 

to share and not enough room to share it so we’ve got part 

two here. Another chance to get knotted again!? 

https://www.netknots.com/fishing_knots/improved-clinch-knot
https://www.netknots.com/fishing_knots/improved-clinch-knot
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IMPROVED CLINCH KNOT 

How to tie the Improved Clinch Knot.  The Improved Clinch 

Knot is a time-tested and a very popular choice for tying 

terminal tackle to monofilament line. This "improved"   

version of the good old Clinch Knot has become so popular 

that most fishermen have forgotten about the regular 

Clinch (check out its page - linked above - to learn more and 

decide which version is right for you). The improved version 

is also quick and easy to tie and reliable. It can be difficult 

to tie in lines testing greater than 25 pounds breaking 

strength. It is not recommended for braided line.              

The Improved Clinch Knot is one of 12 great fishing knots 

included on the Pro-Knot Fishing Knot Cards . 

Improved Clinch Knot Tying Instructions       

Thread end of line through eye of hook. Double back     

making 5 or more turns around standing line.    

Bring end of line back through the first loop formed behind 

the eye then through the big loop.   

Wet knot and pull on tag end to tighten down the coils. Slide tight against the eye and clip tag end close. 

Rollout of cameras on fishing vessels to begin 

Greenpeace welcomed the news and said the camera programme should now be rolled out across the entire commercial fleet.   

Up to 300 inshore fishing vessels will be fitted with cameras by the end of 2024, the Government announced on 25 May, providing in-

dependent, accurate information about fishing activity. 

“It will be supported by cutting-edge artificial intelligence software that will help put New Zealand at the forefront of camera monitor-

ing technology,” said oceans and fisheries minister David Parker. 

“The software uses machine learning to recognise relevant activity for recording. When the software detects activities such as net 

setting or hauling, the cameras move into high-definition capture and the relevant footage is stored and marked for upload. This reduc-

es footage storage and review costs and better protects the privacy of fishers.” 

Spark Business Group has been appointed as the prime supplier to manage the rollout, training, and support for the installation of on-

board camera. The rollout is staged so that vessels posing the greatest risk to at-risk protected species, such as Hector’s and Māui dol-

phins and hoiho, will get cameras first. 

The cost of the rollout is expected to be $68 million over four years with about $10 million of this recovered from the industry. From 

the 2025/26 fishing year, costs recovered from the industry will be aligned with standard fisheries cost recovery provisions. 

The rollout will include all vessels that use the following fishing methods: 

* Set net vessels (eight metres or larger), surface longline, and bottom longline vessels 

* Trawlers of 32 metres or less, except those targeting scampi, and danish and purse seine ves-

sels 

Greenpeace welcomed the news, saying the announcement is “a win for the oceans and for 

people power. Cameras are needed to ensure transparency around this industry that has been 

allowed to operate out of sight, out of mind, for too long,” said Greenpeace oceans campaign-

er Ellie Hooper. “Commercial fishing is one of the greatest threats to the ocean, and every year 

endangered species are being killed in New Zealand waters as a result of fishing activities that 

carry on out of sight, out of mind. Cameras are key to stopping that.” 

She added that the camera programme should now be rolled out across the entire commercial fleet. “We need these cameras across 

the board. Now they’ve started, there should be nothing standing in the way of putting cameras on the full fleet to protect the ocean” 

This Article is Courtesy  of Greenpeace 

https://www.netknots.com/fishing_knots/clinch-knot
https://netknots.myshopify.com/collections/fishing-knot-cards/products/fishing-knots-pro-knot-fishing-knot-cards
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Hunters or Gatherers? 

I wrote the original draft of this story a few years ago. I had just returned from a mid-winter trip to Twizel. The canals do not excite me, 
or even attract me, in summer. In winter it is a different story. Many clubs are now organising winter canal trips; institutionalised   
masochism perhaps. 

Canal fishing has always had its fans, but Malcolm Bell of the         
Complete Angler has developed a cult following for it by organising 
canal fishing clinics and posting fascinating video clips on his website 
and You Tube. Even if you are a fair weather fisherperson they are 
worth checking out as you snuggle up next to the cat on the couch. 
The videos may even convert you? 

 I did a trip with some old “fishing mates”. I arrived down at Twizel 
with my better half, the only non-fisher, on Friday evening. The  others 
had spent most of the day up on the Tekapo canal with some success. 

Saturday began with breakfast at 7 a.m., and topping up the flask. As 
usual I probably ate it far too quickly for my health. The lure of a big 
one seems to do that to most anglers. The night's light dusting of snow 
was scraped off the car windows with a strip of cardboard. Five layers 
of clothes went on, gloves pulled on, and the journey to the Tekapo 

canal followed. That day's temperature never reached 5 degrees; thank goodness for thermal singlets. 

The fish there seemed to have a built in GPS style angler detection system. Wherever we went they ended up against the opposite 
bank. The clear water in the canal that day probably had something to do with that. Throughout the weekend we observed numerous 
others braving the temperatures to try and entice the canal fish into their nets. A large net is essential; something like the rock-
perching inhabitants of Macintoshes’ hole on the Waimakariri use to land their sea-run salmon. The usual squads were positioned just 
below the salmon cages and there were scattered groups along the canal as far as the dam above Pukaki. Here another fishing army 
lined many of the vantage points around the pool above the dam. This is where this article's heading comes in. I saw each group of 
those intrepid fishers as either hunters or gatherers.  

The “gatherers” were planted in their deck chairs, cars, caravans, or campervans, gazing zombie-like into the distance, telling lies to 
their mates, having a smoke or vape, or just snoozing.  A forlorn fish wife sat on the steps of a campervan quietly knitting.                   
The temperatures certainly favoured knitted woollen socks. These anglers often had an ingenious system of a bell hooked to the rod 
tip to alert them to underwater activity on their terminal bait. A few had floats, but most were using rigs involving a sinker. The bulk of 
the gatherers use shrimps as their terminal bait, but worms, glo-bugs, and huhu grubs are not unknown. On a weekend like the one we 
experienced (maximum temperature about 4 degrees), the gatherers were definitely dedicated to “chilling out”.                                                    
I define the “hunters” as those who cast, retrieve and cast again and, if you are hyperactive like me, move around from spot to spot 
searching for prey. Largely thanks to Malcolm Bell there has emerged a new breed of hunter; the egg rollers. They cover several kilo-
metres as they fish down their chosen stretch, walk back up, and repeat it over and over again with the blind hope of a gambler who 
spends the whole night on the same pokey machine. Check egg-rolling out on You-Tube.  During our weekend, there was room to 
move along the banks, but sometimes the key locations on the canals have a “picket fence” line-up of anglers.  

Some hunters cannot help themselves. If fish are rising 100 metres away, and they are not  currently catching anything, then they will 
move to where they predict those fish will be. If their terminal tackle does not bring results the hunter will try plan B, or even plans C, 
D, E, and F. These hunters leave their “chilling out” until they are supping their mulled wine in front of a log fire back at the Inn or    
huddled over a heater back at the camp ground. 

I guess that I am a compulsive hunter. On my 
annual winter trips to the canals, I have swapped 
between a fly rod and spinning gear; sinking and 
floating lines, veltec-style lures soft baits and 
even a Colorado. The amazing thing is that most 
methods have worked, even the Colorado (at 
least once anyway). I have to admit though, that 
soft baits have been the most successful for me. 
Their action in the water is hard to beat for real-
ism; especially since the paddle tails came in.  
The hope is that they imitate small salmon that 
have      escaped from the canal cages. Salmon 
see nothing wrong with cannibalism. Rainbow 
and brown trout share our human craving for 
fresh salmon also. The soft baits hopefully fool 
their fingernail sized brains. 

 

 

Continued on next page. 

Sunday's fleeting glimpse of the mountains 
from below Ohau B. 

                                             A recent gaggle of “gatherers” 
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On this trip I was surprised by the large numbers of drink bottles littering the canal 
banks. There was little other rubbish. Beer bottles, energy drinks, alcopops, fruit 
juice, water bottles, numerous cans, and even a milk shake container, were nestled 
amongst the rocks and grass. The next question is “Who is to blame?” Is it the hunt-
ers or the gatherers; the sedentary or the mobile? In the absence of real evidence I’ll 
leave it to you to decide. Either way it is poor image for anglers. Discarded sunken 
bottles and cans are common in the shallows of lakes populated by boats. I once 
even cast with great stealth, several times, to a submerged beer bottle near the top 
of Lake Sheppard, but that is another topic! For several years I joined the annual 
clean-up of the canals organised by the locals but the message is sadly still widely 
ignored. 

Enough gripes; we fished the whole range of local canal sites. Almost everywhere 
there were very few successful anglers though on that weekend. The biggest catch 
observed was just north of the bridge upstream of the Tekapo canal cages. Another 
friend had arrived and he experienced some small fish 'action' near the Ruataniwha 
outlet fish farm.  

Fortunately the evening was “kinder” to me. A ten pound salmon below Ohau B, on a 
soft bait, made my weekend. Like Skinner's rats we fishermen only need intermittent 
reinforcement to maintain an interest. It took softly, fought well and then conven-
iently turned on its side within netting range. My autopsy revealed a stomach full of 
insects and snails. Not a fish pellet or fry to be seen! Good info for another series of 
theories on what will work best in the Mackenzie hydro canals. 

Rex Gibson 

                  The Hunter and his Prey 

Ohau river fishing on teciot anglers facebook page 
 
 
Central South Island Fish & Game has set up a ballot system to limit angler numbers at the Ōhau River between lakes Ōhau and      
Ruataniwha.  
Limiting angler numbers on the Ōhau River will maintain the high-country fishery aesthetics during the increasingly popular             
September and October “Spring Season.” 
Three separate ballot draws will be held to ensure that the limited number of highly sought-after controlled period licences are issued 
randomly and fairly to anglers. 
Controlled period licences enable anglers to fish for a specified 2–3-day fishing allocation only. 
Fishing the Ōhau River during September and October without a valid controlled period licence is a criminal offence and will be       
enforced. 
Entries for the first of three ballots open on 15 July and close on 1 August.  (Sorry, a bit late with this advice, but good information) 
Anglers are directed to the “Ōhau River controlled backcountry fishery” page on the www.fishandgame.org.nz website for more     
information and to access the online ballot entry form. 
The Ōhau River Spring Season offers a one-of-a-kind high-country trophy trout fishery that opens two months earlier than traditional 
high-country river fisheries.  
The Ōhau River was formerly a regionally significant trout fishery before being dewatered during the construction of the Waitaki    
hydroelectricity scheme in the 1980s. Its productive summertime fishery never returned after controlled flows were reinstated to  
provide a recreational fishery. 
The Spring Season returns a prized fishery to the Ōhau River by allowing anglers to access the later part of the rainbow trout spawning 
run.  
Spawning surveys undertaken by CSIFG have revealed that all brown trout and two-thirds of rainbow trout spawning is completed by 
early September and that spawning during September and October is unlikely to add appreciably to annual spawning production.  
The long-term sustainability of the Ōhau River and its interconnected trout fisheries are supported by CSIFG with the help of Meridian 
Energy. Creating artificial gravel spawning beds provides a significant addition to the poor spawning habitat naturally available. Annual 
spawning surveys of both redds (egg nests) and numbers of spawning trout provide information on spawning effort and the spawning 
population while Spring Season angling surveys will monitor angler catch and harvest. 
Resources: Ōhau River controlled backcountry fishery website https://fishandgame.org.nz/licences/fishing-licence-info/controlled-

fishery-licences/the-ohau-river-controlled-backcountry-fishery 

Regards   Bill Bennett 

http://www.fishandgame.org.nz
https://fishandgame.org.nz/licences/fishing-licence-info/controlled-fishery-licences/the-ohau-river-controlled-backcountry-fishery/#:~:text=The%20Ohau%20River%20Controlled%20Backcountry%20Fishery%20The%20upper,area.%20Special%20licencing%20requirements%20appl
https://fishandgame.org.nz/licences/fishing-licence-info/controlled-fishery-licences/the-ohau-river-controlled-backcountry-fishery/#:~:text=The%20Ohau%20River%20Controlled%20Backcountry%20Fishery%20The%20upper,area.%20Special%20licencing%20requirements%20appl
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Fish Stories – An Essay from Liar’s Code By Richard Chiappone 

SEE Footnote re. author 

With age, there comes a point at which you just don't care if others know that on any given day of fishing you caught nothing but little 

fish, or junk fish, or really little really junky fish. Or nothing at all. 

My father did not fish. I had no older brothers to introduce me to the sport. And yet, somehow, by the time I was eight years old, I was 
already a fanatic. While on a family vacation in the Finger Lakes that summer, I harangued my folks into buying me a fiberglass casting 
rod and an Ocean City level-wind reel. Both are now long gone to wherever old fishing tackle ends up. But there is a photo of me dated 
1956 in which I’m holding that rig with one hand, and a rope stringer in the other. Dangling from it is what appears to be a mooneye, a 
small trash fish of the sort I spent the rest of my childhood pursuing. I’ve been fishing ever since. 
 I got up early and drove 120 miles to the confluence of the Kenai and Russian Rivers to meet my old fishing partner Will Rice. We 
marched for two miles uphill on a well-maintained trail, clambered down a near vertical, boulder-strewn obstacle course into the    
Russian River canyon, and fished our way downstream—a murderous jumble of slippery, pyramid-shaped rocks underfoot much of the 
way. Late in the afternoon, we dragged our sorry keisters back up to the parking lot. 
When I arrived home after a three-hour drive through Alaska’s endless road construction, I could barely swing my legs out of the truck 
cab. I considered sleeping out there in the driveway that night, but managed to make it to the house. This time, the post-fishing self-
medication required not only the usual ibuprofen, but also a couple muscle relaxants and more vodka than I’d admit to my doctor. That 
night, feeling surprisingly well again, I made plans to meet another pal at the Anchor River the next morning. 
Recently some wiseacre asked me, “Would you rather fish or fornicate?” Okay, that wasn’t the particular word used, but I answered as 
honestly as I could: “Well, at my age, I can still fish for hours without resting. In fact, I can still fish for hours, several times a day.” All of 
which is to say that I’m not dead yet, but I am also not a boy anymore. Not that I’m complaining. Well, I am complaining about the 
physical aches and pains and the fact that I used to be able to do exciting and pleasurable things all day long—like cast into the wind, or 
fish the Russian River—without medication. 
But there are also some benefits to being one of the greybeards on a river now. Don’t get me wrong: I’m not claiming the legendary 
wisdom that’s supposed to come with age—I’m still waiting for that to kick in—but, one of the blessings that actually does arrive is 
freedom from the slavery of deceit, or at least the option to choose a more factual telling of a day’s fishing efforts at every opportunity. 
There comes a point at which you just don’t care if others know that on any given day you caught nothing but little fish, or junk fish, or 
really little really junky fish. Or nothing at all.  
It was not always this way. I’m the first to admit I may have reshaped the facts of a fishing trip or two into a form that presented my 
modest talents with rod and reel under generously favorable light. But I’ve seen a hell of a lot worse big fat liars over the years. 
In 1982, when my wife Lin and I moved to Alaska, I took her fishing for the first time in her life. Somehow she had never sampled the 
joys of trying to outwit scaly, coldblooded creatures with marble-sized brains, had never even held a rod in her hand before the day we 
went fishing for cohos in a small river just south of Anchorage. 
Lin’s first fish ever was a silver salmon that must have weighed twelve pounds. She also caught two others nearly as large. To put that 
in perspective, in the first ten years I fished, all the fish I caught, in total, would not have come close to the combined weight of the 
three salmon she landed her first day. Was she elated? Converted? “Hooked for life,” as the cliché goes? Not quite. 
She fished exactly twice more after that: one lovely afternoon on a Kodiak Island stream catching small Dolly Varden on dry flies; and 
another catching grayling and lake trout in the foothills of the Alaska Range. And then she hung up the tackle and quit. Forever. The 
whole undertaking—selecting the perfect fly, making the best cast, fooling the fish—simply left her unmoved. Whatever it was that 
made me mad for the sport did not take root. 
To this day she loves to go fishing with me, loves to be on the water, but has no desire to catch fish herself. None. Apparently, she does 
not in any way feel that her self worth is tied to her skill at catching fish. (Women are incomprehensible.) Which means, of course, she 
has no reason to lie about catching fish, and therefore cannot imagine why anyone else would blatantly massacre the truth in such 
matters. 
Her first contact with what I’ve come to understand is normal angler bullshit (NAB), came as a shock to her. One autumn Friday after-
noon in those early years we drove the 200 miles from Anchorage to the Anchor River, near the town of Homer, so I could fish for  
steelhead. Lin was in grad school, again, and she planned to study while I fished. It was steelhead season, so the weather was           
predictably gray, cold, and rainy. No problem for Lin; it would not be the first time she happily sat in a warm, dry truck reading while I 
stood in a river in a downpour getting soaked. 
Every river we crossed was already high and muddy and still rising. And the Anchor was the longest of them, with the most tributaries. 
No one could fish it. No one would try. Not even me. I spent the weekend mostly in the bar of the Anchor River Inn pretending to 
watch football, but mostly eyeing the rain slashing at the windows—hoping, as only a fisherman might, that somehow it was going to 
abate and the river would drop enough to fish. It was still raining as we headed north for Anchorage on Sunday. 
On Monday, Lin stopped by the job I was working on in a new office building. One of the new tenants, an insurance representative, was 
moving into his office. I heard him hammering on the walls and I peeked in to find him hanging framed photos of himself gripping trout 
and salmon. I struck up a conversation with him, and Lin stopped by just in time to hear him tell me he’d caught twenty steelhead over 
the weekend. In the Anchor River. 
Lin’s chin dropped. She started sputtering. I rushed her out into the hallway before she could say it. “He’s lying! We were there.       
Nobody could fish in that mess, could they?” 
I agreed that she was right on both counts: nobody could fish that mess, and yes, he was lying. 
“But why would anybody do that?” she asked, astounded. 
 

https://www.flyfisherman.com/listing/fish-stories/454588
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Liar’s Code continued from page 11 :  
I tried to explain the concept of natural angler bullshit. But she would never understand that if you aren’t catching anything, you crave 
just one fish. If you’re catching some fish, you want to catch more, lots more. If you are catching lots of fish, you want to catch bigger 
fish. How could I explain to her that if you’ve had a great day of fishing, the only thing that makes it better is telling someone how good 
it was. And, more to the point, if the fishing has been abysmal, the same response is called for—telling someone how good it was. 
Lin has spent 35 years with me, and still has not fully come to accept the concept of NAB. Probably never will. Not because she’s a 
woman, but because she doesn’t fish. 
(Abridged) 
Richard Chiappone is the author of Opening Days: A Fly Fisherman Writes (Barclay Creek Press, 2010) and Water of an Undetermined 
Depth (Stackpole Books, 2003). This essay is from his new book Liar’s Code (Skyhorse Publishing, 2016) 

 Tree Maintenance at Rakaia 
Our Rakaia Lodge is starting to become more    
popular with bed nights improving substantially . 
The importance of ongoing maintenance cannot be 
underestimated and our thanks go out to all the 
“old codgers” who volunteer for these tasks. 
 
Those 2 old codgers were back at Rakaia  the other 
weekend tidying up the site.  Guess who??                                      
The tree was growing into the power wires . 
Not an easy task.                                                               
Three large loads of green waste to the green 
dump.                                                                               
It was all carried out without a problem.         
Thanks to Dave McD for the power cord which  
connects to the caravan plugs. 

Ian Berry 

I’m just a little sorry about the quality of photos I’ve provided but I felt hat this little doohicky may be of some interest to some 
of our members?  
Available from Alliexpress  $6 landed including postage. Suitable for tying up to size 2 hooks. Happy to show anyone interested 
Regards 

Tony Hallams 
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Step by Step Guide to Joining Facebook                                                                                                                                       
 

Facebook For Canterbury Anglers Club Private 

Group 

1. Go to your Facebook and search Canterbury 

Anglers Club in Search Facebook top left-hand 

corner 

 

2. When results come up ensure you select the 

People tab or you won’t find us. Tabs are along 

the top if you are searching on your cell phone. 

3. There should now be Canterbury   

Anglers Club (has a goldfish face) 

 

4. Click on the friend request button. 

Once approved you will get an invita-

tion to join The Canterbury Anglers 

Club private group. Click accept.  

All posts, pictures, messages and notifi-

cations will be done via this page and 

can be seen by members only.  

Chrissy Ormandy 

https://www.fishermansloft.co.nz/
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Recipe Corner                                           

Tray-baked chilli and garlic flounder: 

Ingredients 

 100 gram butter 

 1 red chilli, finely diced or to taste 

 1 clove garlic, diced 

 1 tablespoon capers, roughly chopped 

 2 tablespoon parsley, chopped 

 sea salt & cracked pepper 

 4 small to medium fresh flounder 

 Whole Lemon sliced into rings 

 
1 Pre-heat oven to 180*. Line two baking dishes with     
baking paper. Melt the butter and mix in Chilli, Garlic,    
Capers, Parsley, Salt & Pepper. 

2. Brush three quarters of the butter mix over the whole 
flounders. Lay the lemon rings over the flounder. Bake for 
10—12 minutes dependant upon size of fish. 

3. To check that the fish is done, cut down the back bone 
and gently prise flesh away from the bone. It should be 
opaque and starting to flake.  

4. Spoon over extra butter just before serving.  

This delicate fish is quick to cook and is best 

served with the flavoured butter, (the capers 

and lemon compliment each other), crusty 

bread and peppery rocket.  

 

 

Just for a wee chuckle …………… 
 
 Scientists say the universe is made up of protons, neutrons and 

electrons. They forgot to mention morons. Amen to that! 
 

 Wi-fi went down for five minutes, so I had to talk to my family. 
They seem like nice people. 

 

 If you see me talking to myself, just move along.                       
I'm self-employed; we're having a staff meeting. 

 

 Some people call me crazy. I prefer happy with a twist. 
 

 My doctor asked if anyone in my family suffers from mental 
illness. I said, "No, we all seem to enjoy it." 

 

https://www.sight.co.nz/
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Club Trophies 
The annual trophies competed for by financial Club Members are: 

Anniversary Trophy The best photograph taken by or of a club member (all photographs for magazine also considered) 

C.R.Ogier Cup The heaviest salmon caught by a club member (Sea Run fish—alt is Lake Fish if no other entries) 

D.C.Wilson Shield The heaviest fish caught in surf, on rod & line 

Drewery Cup The heaviest trout caught by a club member 

Canal Trophy The heaviest fish caught in the Waitaki Hydro Canals (Lake Ruataniwha / Upper Ohau River excluded) 

Lady Isaac Trophy The heaviest Salmon caught at Rakaia whilst staying at the Don Brown Lodge 

Salt Water Lure Cup The heaviest fish caught on a fly, in the sea 

Greg Kemp Memorial Trophy The heaviest trout caught on a fly from shore or non-motorised vessel (New Trophy) 

Secretaries Trophy The heaviest rainbow trout caught by a club member 

Ashby Berg Cup The best conditioned rainbow trout, caught by a club member 

Cromb & Merritt Shield The best conditioned brown trout, caught by a club member 

NZ Farmers Cup The best-conditioned trout caught by a lady member 

Coleridge Brass Monkey Trophy The heaviest fish caught during the Coleridge Brass Monkey Competition (Only CAC / Combined Clubs) 

Conservation Cup For conserving fish population on the Alf Palmer Memorial Trip (Consider % of fish returned per bag) 

Fly Angler’s Shore Trophy The heaviest fish caught by a shore based angleron a fly, on the Alf Palmer Memorial Trip 

Kevin Lynch Trophy The member of the Alf Palmer Memorial trip team who caught the most fish. 

Marles Benmore Trophy The heaviest trout caught on the Alf Palmer Memorial Trip 

Benmore Trophy The best-conditioned fish caught on the Alf Palmer trip 

Richard Marles Challenge The most fish caught on the Richard Marles Challenge Weekend 

Bryan Coulter Trophy Heaviest fish on rod & line on a Club boat trip. (For fish caught on boat trips at sea only) 

Spackman Cup The heaviest trout caught on a Club trip. (Except club specific trips ie. Alf Palmer & Richard Marles)  

Junior Delegate’s Trophy            The Junior Member who catches the heaviest trout on Junior’s Day.  

Adams Brown Rooster The heaviest fish, caught by a junior, on a Club Trip 

P.G. Ellis Cup The best conditioned trout caught by a junior member. 

 

Hut Fees 

 Fees for the Club huts are as follows: 

 Members Flat rate:  $30.00 per person per night in all the Club Huts if you are willing to share with other members.    
To book the facility exclusively for yourself, or your group, then the charge will be $60.00  (two people) plus 
$10.00 each for additional person.  Children under 12 yrs. Free.  

 Accompanied non-members             As for club members 

 To book a hut for non-members: The rate for non-members authorised to stay at any of the Club Huts is $35.00 per person for one and two                        
p                                                                 people, then $15.00 per person for any additional people.   

 Caravans/campervans on site:  Casual = $15.00 per night, plus $10.00 for each additional person 

                                                                   Long term = by arrangement with the Committee. 

Hut Rules 

1.  Huts may only be booked by financial members of the club. 

2. Bookings may be made, no more than 90 days in advance. 

3. The Club member who makes the booking must be in residence when the hut is used and is responsible for the behavior of guests and any 
damage, should any occur. 

4. Only one hut booking can be made at any one time. 

5. Any damage must be reported immediately. 

6. Empty gas bottles must be returned to the booking convener for refilling. 

7. At peak times – Christmas to 15th January and all long weekends hut bookings shall be considered exclusive, but will be subject to a ballot 
if more than one party wants to book. The ballot shall be held 60 days prior to the occupancy date. 

8. Through the balance of the year bookings shall be on a first come basis. 

9. Bookings can only be for a maximum of seven days. 

10. All hut users to take note of specific instructions on the safe use of equipment in the huts as detailed in the manuals provided in each 
facility. 

11. Intentions books are placed in each hut, please use them, it may save a life. 

12. If the lawns need mowing when you are staying at any of our lodges, it is expected that you mow them. Fuel cost for the mower will be 
reimbursed. The reward for mowing them is that you can shout yourself a beer when they are done. 
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Application for Membership  

Please tick the appropriate box:   

Are you   A new member     Or   An existing member 

Type of membership (tick one)     Fee: (All less $10.00 if paid prior to the 1st September) 

    Junior (under 16 years)     $40.00     

    Intermediate senior (16 to 20)     $45.00     

    Senior (over 20 )     $70.00     

    Family (principal adult/partner & dependant junior children $75.00     

    attending secondary school up to and incl. Yr. 13)       

Magazines will be distributed by email, please confirm your email address below unless the following applies: 

- Require magazine by mail as I  do not have a broadband internet connection (tick the box)     

- Require a hard copy of the magazine - $30.00 surcharge for this applies to the above subscription 
(tick the box) 

    

                

Name:               

Address:               

                

          Post code:     

Phone:   Fax:   Mobile:   

                

Email ad-
dress: 

              

Family members: (please list partner’s name, and dependant children’s name and D.O.B.) 

                  

                  

                  

Which of the following types of fishing do you do?         

    Trout - spinning   Salmon - spinning   Sea - boat 

    Trout - fly   Salmon - lure   Course fishing 

    Trout – trolling/ harling   Surfcasting   White baiting 

Payments: Please return this form and remit with appropriate amount to the Treasurer at a club meeting, or post (cheque only) to: 

  Canterbury Anglers Club Inc. 19 Crown Close Prebbleton, Christchurch 7604, or  email to:  

  Direct credits can be made to: 11-7800-0048004-11. Please include your name for reference. 

So, with Duvauchelle looming, can you tell me if this is a Flounder or a Sole ? 
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Canterbury Anglers Club (Inc.) 

Fish of the Month Competition Entry Form 

  
                    

Name:           Date of catch:     

                    

Address:                   

                    

Species caught:                 

                    

  Trout     Salmon     Other F/W   

    Brown trout   Quinnat (Chinook)   Perch   

    Rainbow trout   Land-locked   Tench   

    Brook trout   Sockeye       

                    

    Salt water           

                    

                    

                    

Details:                   

                    

Location:                   

                    

  Club trip           Angler signature:         

  Shore fishing               

  Boat fishing   Witness signature:         

  Canal fishing               

                    

 FOM entries can be emailed directly from your phone to    

 Download a copy of the FOM Entry from our Web Site onto your phone for ease of making an entry each month 

 Entries for FOM must be in the hands of a committee member before or on Club night each month 

 Entries for the current season close on the 3rd Tuesday in June 

 Any individual can only win FOM once in each financial year 

 All entries are potential Trophy winners even if they are not FOM winners for that month 

  

Here is an unwelcome addition to 

our Flounder Nets but for some, 

they actually forage for it for on 

their dinner table, others seek it 

out to put into their compost. 


